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Abstract—the non-definite multi-attribute decision making 

problem is the further expansion of research to the 

traditional multi-attribute decision making problem. In the 

actual decision-making, because of policy-making question's 

complexity, decision-making information acquisition costs 

and other reasons, the decision information which the 

policy-maker can obtain are mostly ambiguous, so in the 

real life, many of decision-making problems are the non-

definite multi-attribute decision making problems. In the 

non-definite multi-attribute decision-making process, as 

decision-making information is non-definite, therefore the 

policy-maker, when carries on the decision-making, faced 

with the following difficult position: decision-makers 

making decision with the non-definite decision-making 

information most likely will regret. This article will conduct 

the research to this question, in order to portray the 

decision-makers dilemma in the decision-making process 

under the uncertain condition; this paper defines the 

following concept: policy-makers plus regret degree, policy-

makers negative regret degree and policy-makers weighted 

combination regret degree. According to the different 

thresholds of policy-makers plus regret degree, policy-

makers negative regret degree and policy-makers weighted 

combination regret degree, respectively determine the best 

plan and construct the optimal decision results table, policy-

makers according to their preference situation can query 

this table and select the most excellent plan suited to their 

own situation. 

 

Index Terms—Multi-attribute Decision Making, Plus Regret 

Degree, Negative Regret Degree, Weighted Combined 

Regret Degree, Regret Degree Threshold 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Multi-attribute decision making problem is the hot 

spots in the policy science, systems engineering, 

management science and other research field, also has 

widespread and the important utilization in the real life. 

The multi-objective decision making question, in which 

the policy-making attribute took the single real value, has 

studied quite thoroughly. However, in practice, because 

of the incompleteness of information, the characteristics 

of policy-attributes and other reasons, people often 

encounter multi-attribute decision making problems in 

which the property value is fuzzy value. This kind of 

policy-making question is called non-definite multi-

attribute question or risk multi-attribute decision making 

problems. For practical decision-making needs, this kind 

of multi-objective decision making question recent year 

gradually receives some scholar's attention. Generally 

speaking, the non-definite multi-objective decision 

making question mainly conducts the research to the 

following question: the attribute value take the fuzzy 

language value, the attribute value take the interval value, 

and the attribute weight value is partly unknown or 

completely unknown.  
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In the non-definite multi-attribute decision-making 

process, because the decision-making information is non-

definite, so policy-makers select the best plan needing to 

face the following dilemma: Suppose there are two 

alternatives A and B to be available for policy-makers 

choose, policy-makers choose A and give up B, as 

decision-making information with non-definite, it 

actually may be that the B plan is better than A plan. In 

other words, policy makers in decision-making process 

with non-definite decision-making information most 

likely will regret. Existing research about the non-definite 

multi-attribute decision making problems is rarely related 

to this question, and this issue is root causes disturbed the 

policy-maker when caring on policy-making under the 

non-definite condition. This article will conduct the 

research to this question, in order to portray the decision-

makers dilemma in the decision-making process under 

the uncertain condition; this paper defines the following 

concept: policy-makers plus regret degree, policy-makers 

negative regret degree and policy-makers weighted 

combination regret degree. According to the different 

thresholds of policy-makers plus regret degree, policy-

makers negative regret degree and policy-makers 

weighted combination regret degree, respectively 

determine the best plan and construct the optimal 

decision results table, policy-makers according to their 

preference situation can query this table and select the 

most excellent plan suited to their own situation. 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature [1]-[14] has conducted the research to the 

fuzzy language multi-objective decision making question: 

In literature [1], the linguistic variable of the evaluation 

value and weight vectors is modeled by the normal fuzzy 

number, and the decision making framework based on the 

linguistic operator is established by the weighted mean 

method. The linguistic operator based on normal fuzzy 

numbers is given, and the calculating method for the cuts 

of the comprehensive evaluation value is put forward. 

The fuzzy number of evaluation is expressed by discrete 

cuts, and the normal fuzzy number is aggregated. In 

literature [2], defines the following concept: the 

expectation level of alternative, the uncertain linguistic 

negative point, the achievement scale, the alternative 

comprehensive scale under uncertain linguistic 

environment. Based on these concepts, some linear 

programming models are established, through which the 

decision maker interacts with the analyst. In literature [3], 

A TOPSIS method is proposed to deal with multiple 

attribute decision-making [MADM] problems with 

attribute weights unknown completely and the attribute 

values taken the form of uncertain linguistic variables. In 

literature [4], with respect to multiple-attribute decision-

making (MADM) problems with uncertain linguistic 

information, a decision analysis method based on 

linguistic probability is proposed. The concept to 

uncertain linguistic variable is introduced and linguistic 

probabilistic ordered weighted averaging (LPOWA) 

operator is proposed. In literature [5], study the multiple 

attribute decision making problems, in which the 

information about attribute weights is completely 

unknown and the attribute values take the form of 

uncertain linguistic variables. In literature [7], a simple 

and explicit formula for obtaining the attribute weights is 

given by the concept of range extremity difference. In 

literature [8], a new decision making approach based on 

D-S theory is proposed for the multi-attribute group 

decision making problem with incomplete linguistic 

assessment information. Literature [15]-[21] has 

conducted the research to the sector multi-objective 

decision making question: In literature [15], studies a 

kind of multi-attribute decision-making problem in which 

the preference information on alternatives and the 

attribute values are described by interval-valued 

intuitionist fuzzy numbers, and proposes a new method. 

In literature [16], for precisely quantify uncertainty, 

according to the isomorphic fundamental principles and 

the relative theories and the thought of the similar science, 

a new algorithm based on an isomorphism multi-

objective decision-making new method was proposed. In 

literature [17], based on the connection number theory of 

Set Pair Analysis, find the interaction point of certainty 

and uncertainty, it shows the size of the interaction point”. 

In literature [18], based on the concept of negative ideal 

point by considering the vector projection, the close-

degree of the ideal pointed the negative close to the ideal 

point is comprehensively analyzed. In literature [19], the 

concepts of interval ideal point and inclination of each 

alternative on the interval ideal point are defined. The 

method uses the inclination to define the relative 

closeness between decision alternative and ideal point. In 

literature [21], a new possibility degree for comparing 

two projects is defined. A new method is proposed for 

inter-valuation-attribute decision-making, in which the 

attribute values are in the form of interval numbers. 

Literature [22]-[26] has conducted the research to the 

multi-attribute decision making question in which the 

value of attribute weight is partly unknown or completely 

unknown: In literature [22], the definition of deviation 

degree between two interval grey numbers is given from 

the essence of interval grey numbers as well as the 

concepts and formulas for individual imagined optimum 

vector and degree of group integrated grey incidence. 

Therefore the incidence degree coefficient formula is 

constructed from an analytical technique based on 

deviation degree for interval grey numbers and a minima 

regret-based approach is proposed to compare and rank 

this interval integrated grey incidence degree. In literature 

[23], with respect to multiple attribute group decision 

making problems with linguistic assessment information, 

a new method based on maximizing deviation and two-

tupelo is proposed. In literature [24], some operational 

laws of interval-valued intuitionist fuzzy numbers, score 

function and accuracy function of interval-valued 

intuitionist fuzzy numbers were introduced. In literature 

[25], a multi-objective decision model is built, one 

objective is to maximize matching degree and the other is 

to maximize trading capitals, then according to the 

characteristic of the model which belongs to a type of 

mixed 0-1 integer quadratic programming model. In 
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literature [26], based on grey system theory, the grey 

attribute group decision-making problem is discussed, in 

which the attribute values are interval grey numbers and 

the attribute weights and authoritative weights are 

unknown. 

Ⅲ.  BASIC CONCEPT SYNOPSIS 

This article discusses attribute type, either type of cost 

attribute (the value of this type attribute is more small, the 

plan is more good), or the efficiency attribute (the value 

of this type attribute is more small, the plan is more bad). 

Moreover, suppose the decision information table to 

undergo standardized processing in this paper. 

Supposes ,,{ 21 AAA  … }, nA as the pre-set, 

,,{ 21 uuU  … }, mu  as the attribute set. 
kiv~ Expresses 

a sector value ],[ R

ki

L

ki vv  obtained by caring on appraising 

the plan 
kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the attribute 

iu ,2,1( i … ), m , then may get sector number 

decision-making matrix V
~

mnkiv  ]~[ . Supposes the 

attribute ,, 21 uu …
mu, expert weight value respectively is 

,, 21  …
m, , where 0i  ,2,1( i … ), m , and 

 21  … 1 m . 

Definition 1. The policy-maker carries on the 

decision-making under the condition that the attribute 

value takes the sector value kiv~ , caring on evaluation to 

plan kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the 

attribute iu ,2,1( i … ), m  obtains the evaluation value 

kijv . When the attribute iu is an efficient attribute, the 

policy-maker negative regret degree equals 

with
L

ki

R

ki

L

kikij

vv

vv




, records as



kijh . When the attribute 
iu is a 

cost attribute, the policy-maker negative regret degree 

equal with
L

ki

R

ki

kij

R

ki

vv

vv




, records as



kijh . 

Definition 2. The policy-maker carries on the 

decision-making under the condition that the attribute 

value takes the sector value kiv~ , caring on evaluation to 

plan kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the 

attribute iu ,2,1( i … ), m  obtains the evaluation value 

kijv . When the attribute iu is an efficient attribute, the 

policy-maker plus regret degree equals with
L

ki

R

ki

kij

R

ki

vv

vv




, 

records as


kijh . When the attribute iu is a cost attribute, 

the policy-maker plus regret degree equals 

with
L

ki

R

ki

L

kikij

vv

vv




, records as



kijh . 

Obviously, 0 

kijh 1 , as the attribute 
iu  is an 

efficient attribute, 


kijh  and kijv  are concurrently 

changing; When the attribute 
iu  is a cost attribute, 



kijh  

and kijv  are reversely changing. 0 

kijh 1 , as the 

attribute 
iu  is an efficient attribute, 



kijh  and kijv  are 

reversely changing, When the attribute 
iu  is a cost 

attribute, 


kijh  and kijv  are concurrently changing. 

Definition 3. If the policy-makers selects their own 

negative regret withstanding degree as


kijh , when the 

attribute 
iu is an efficient attribute, call 

)( L

ki

R

kikij

L

ki vvhv  
 as the best value to 

kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the condition that the 

policy-maker withstanding negative regret degree value 

take


kijh . When the attribute 
iu is a cost attribute, call 

)( L

ki

R

kikij

R

ki vvhv  
 as the best value to 

kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the condition that the 

policy-maker withstanding negative regret degree value 

take


kijh , record as


kijv . 

Definition 4. If the policy-makers selects their own 

plus regret withstanding degree as 


kijh , When the 

attribute 
iu is an efficient attribute, call 

)( L

ki

R

kikij

R

ki vvhv  
 as the worst value to 

kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the condition that the 

policy-maker withstanding plus regret degree value take 


kijh . When the attribute 
iu is a cost attribute, call 

)( L

ki

R

kikij

L

ki vvhv  
 as the worst value to 

kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the condition that the 

policy-maker withstanding plus regret degree value 

take


kijh , record as


kijv . 

Defined by the definition 3 and definition 4 we can 

known, when the policy-makers simultaneously 

considering the plus regret degree 


kijh  and the negative 

regret degree 


kijh , to make existing attribute evaluation 

in the interval evaluation value ],[ R

ki

L

ki vv  to satisfy the 

plus regret degree 


kijh  and the negative regret degree 



kijh , the following inequality 


kijh +


kijh 1  must 
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establish. When 


kijh +


kijh 1 , have only one feasible 

value. When 


kijh +


kijh 1 , feasible values constitute a 

sector. 

Definition 5. If the policy-makers selects their own 

plus regret withstanding degree as 


kijh  and negative 

regret withstanding degree as 


kijh , When the attribute 

iu is an efficient attribute, call the sector [


kijv ,


kijv ] as 

feasible evaluation value region of the 

plan
kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the attribute 

iu ,2,1( i … ), m . When the attribute 
iu is a cost 

attribute, call the sector [


kijv ,


kijv ] as feasible evaluation 

value region of the plan
kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n  under the 

attribute 
iu ,2,1( i … ), m . 

Definition 6. When the policy-makers selects their 

own plus regret withstanding degree as 


kijh  and negative 

regret withstanding degree as 


kijh , call 

  kijkij hwhw 21  as the policy-maker weighted 

combination regret degree, records as kijh . Where, 

1,0 21  ww  and 121  ww . 

Ⅳ.  CONSTRUCTING POLICY-MAKING ALGORITHM 

Policy-making algorithm  

Input:  

(1) Decision information table. 

(2) The attribute ,, 21 uu … mu,  expert weight value 

,, 21  …
m,  

(3) The policy-maker acceptable plus (negative) regret 

degree value. 

Output: Policy-making result table 

Begin: 

The first step: Extracts each set 
iv1

~ ∪
iv2

~ ∪…∪ niv~  

the right endpoint value 
R

iv and left endpoint value
L

iv , 

,2,1( i … ), n . 

The second step: When the attribute iu is an efficient 

attribute, extracting the value 


kijv to each regret degree 

value according to the formula )( L

ki

R

kikij

R

ki vvhv  
. 

When the attribute iu is a cost attribute, extracting the 

value 


kijv to each regret degree value according to the 

formula )( L

ki

R

kikij

L

ki vvhv  
. 

The third step: When the attribute 
iu is an efficient 

attribute, extracting the value 


kijv to each regret degree 

value according to the formula )( L

ki

R

kikij

L

ki vvhv  
. 

When the attribute 
iu is a cost attribute, extracting the 

value 


kijv to each regret degree value according to the 

formula )( L

ki

R

kikij

R

ki vvhv  
. 

The fourth step: Takes the sector [


kijv ,


kijv ] mid-

point value. 

The fifth step: Using the average weighting operator 

to fuse evaluation value to each reelection plan under 

various attributes, then obtains the synthesis evaluation 

value. 

End 

Ⅴ.  INDEFINITE WEIGHT INFORMATION OF ATTRIBUTES 

BASED ON REGION MATCH DEGREE 

At present, methods to determine the weight value of 

attributes may divide into two categories: Subjective tax 

power law, objective tax power law. The subjective tax 

power law is that the policy-makers, according the 

decision-makers' subjective preferences to various 

attribute, determine the weight value of attributes, such as 

expert investigation method[27], two coefficient 

method[28], the link compare grading method[29] and 

analytic hierarchy method[8] and so on. But the objective 

tax power law is that the policy-makers, according to 

some certain rule, determine the weight value of 

attributes, such as principal components analytic method, 

information entropy technology method, mean square 

method [30], method based on plan matching [31] and so 

on. 

The above methods to process the indefinite weight 

values' information have the following same thought: 

establish an optimized model based on certain criterion 

such as variance minimizing, take the solution of the 

optimized model as the attributes' weight value. This 

processing thought has the following flaws: (1) the issue 

of the reasonableness of the criterion; (2) the multiplicity 

of criterion, when carry on the decision making according 

to the different criterion, whether the policy-making 

result does have the uniformity; (3) when the policy-

making result does not have the uniformity, need to judge 

the fit and unfit between various criterion; (4) the weight 

value obtaining by solving an optimized model is only the 

approximation value of the real weight value of the 

attributes, therefore exist some errors in general. When 

the synthetic decision-making results are sensitive to the 

weight values, easily obtain the decision-making results 

which deviates from the real situation. Obviously the 

above four questions are very difficult to solve even can 

not solve. In view of this fact, attempt to deal with the 

decision-making question, in which the weight value's 

information only partly may know, from an opposite 

perspective in this article. Firstly suppose each plan is the 

synergy, extract the corresponding weight value's 

supposition territory. Then judge match degree between 

each weight value's supposition territory and the weight 

value's objective territory, the plan owing the maximum 
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match degree is the optimal plan. How construct the 

judgment criterion to measure the spatial regional match 

degree is a key question to realize the above thought, the 

following will study this issue. 

A.  Construct weight value supposition region 

    Suppose ,,{ 21 AAA  … }, nA as the decision 

scheme set, ,,{ 21 uuU  … }, mu as the attribute 

collection. Carry on standardized processing to the 

attribute appraisal value, obtain the matrix
mnE 

, carry on 

the evaluation to the plan
iA according to attribute ju , 

obtain an evaluation value ije  is the standardized 

processing result of the above evaluation value. Use the 

linear weighted average method to fuse evaluation 

information on various attribute (to other fusion operator 

processing thought is similar). Call the region constituted 

by the objective weight values' information as weight 

values' objective region
0G , 

0

jg expresses the objective 

weight value of the attribute ju . When supposes 

plan
iA as the optimal plan, then obtain a weight values' 

region, call this region as weight values' supposition 

region iG . 
i

jg Express the supposition weight value of 

the attribute ju under the above supposition, ,2,1i …

n, , ,2,1j … m, . 

,,{( 21

ii

i ggG  … ), i

mg  i

i

i

i gege 2211 …

 iii

mim gegege 212111 … ,1

i

mm ge  

 i

i

i

i gege 2211 …  iii

mim gegege 222121 …

,2

i

mm ge   

  

 i

i

i

i gege 2211 …  

i

i

i

i

i

mim gegege 212111 …

,1

i

mmi ge   

 i

i

i

i gege 2211 …  

i

i

i

i

i

mim gegege 212111 …

,1

i

mmi ge   

  

 i

i

i

i gege 2211 …  i

n

i

n

i

mim gegege 2211 …

,i

mnmge  

 ii gg 21
… ,1 i

mg  

,2,1,10  jg i

j … }, m  

 ,2,1( i … ), n  

B.  Judgment criterion for measuring match degree 

between spatial regions 

    When describe the relations between the spatial regions 

in the spatial geometry, the commonly used two 

indicators are: The longest (or shortest) distance between 

two spatial regions or the area (or volume) size of the 

superposition region of two spatial regions. The distance 

between two spatial regions is more short (or the area (or 

volume) of the superposition region of two spatial regions 

is more big), the match degree between two regions is 

more big. Therefore we may establish the following four 

criterion to judge the match degree between various 

weight values' supposition region Gi (i=1, 2, …, n) and 

the weight values' objective region G0. Records the most 

short distance between the region Gi and the region G0 as 

ri, the farthest distance between the region Gi and the 

region G0 as Mri, the area (or volume) size of the 

superposition region of the region Gi and the region G0 as 

Si0, the area (or volume) size of the region Gi as Si. 

(1) When 0,0  ba rr , if
ba rr  , then the match 

degree between the region
aG and the region

0G  is 

smaller than the match degree between the region
bG and 

the region
0G ; if

ba rr  , then the match degree between 

the region
aG and the region

0G  is equal to the match 

degree between the region
bG and the region

0G ; 

if
ba rr  , then the match degree between the 

region
aG and the region

0G  is bigger than the match 

degree between the region
bG and the region

0G . 

(2) If 0,0  ba rr , then the match degree between 

the region
aG and the region

0G  is smaller than the match 

degree between the region
bG and the region

0G . 

(3) When 0,0  ba rr , if

b

b

a

a

S

S

S

S 00  , then the 

match degree between the region aG and the region 0G  is 

bigger than the match degree between the region bG and 

the region
0G ; if

b

b

a

a

S

S

S

S 00  , then the match degree 

between the region aG and the region
0G  is equal to the 

match degree between the region bG and the region
0G ; 

if

b

b

a

a

S

S

S

S 00  , then the match degree between the 

region aG and the region
0G  is smaller than the match 

degree between the region bG and the region
0G . 

(4) Suppose set G is a non-empty set, then the match 

degree between the region  and the region 0G  is 

smaller than the match degree between the region G and 

the region 0G . 

In the criterion 3 involve in computing multiple integrals, 

when the information fusing method is a nonlinear 

method. Multiple integral's computations will possibly be 
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very complex. In this case, we can use the following 

criterion 3 to substitute the criterion 3. 

（ 3）When 0,0  ba rr , if
ba MrMr  , then 

the match degree between the region
aG and the 

region
0G  is smaller than the match degree between the 

region
bG and the region

0G ; if
ba MrMr  , then the 

match degree between the region
aG and the region

0G  is 

equal to the match degree between the region
bG and the 

region
0G ; if

ba MrMr  , then the match degree 

between the region
aG and the region

0G  is bigger than 

the match degree between the region
bG and the 

region
0G . 

Obviously the criterion 3 is clearly superior 

criterion 3 , therefore in the practical application we 

should select appropriate criterion to compare match 

degree between the spatial regions according to the 

policy-making subjective and objective environment. 

Ⅵ.  EXAMPLE ANALYSIS 

Selecting the good moral and talented person to 

important position is quite representative multi-factor 

decision-making question. Suppose a typical unit HR 

personnel selection process cases as follows:  

(1) Formulate six inspection targets (efficiency 

attributes): moral character ( 1u ), work attitude ( 2u ), 

style of work (
3u ), educational level and knowledge 

structure ( 4u ), leadership (
5u ), develop capacity (

6u ). 

(2) Evaluation of democracy, just recommend: the 

masses of the candidates (including designated and 

candidate choice) were the target rate (Lowest is 0 points, 

the perfect score is 10 points). 

(3) Initial treatment evaluation statistics: using the 

primary method (for example: low limit of the top 5 

highest scores, or high limit of the top 5 highest scores, or 

high and low limit of the highest mean score of the top 5), 

determined from the five candidates short-listed 

candidates 
kA ,2,1( k … )5, . 

(4) Select one person from five people to a new post 

by the Human Resources Department. 

In general, because the populace inspection target 

value which gives to the identical candidate (attribute 

value, namely its score) is different, therefore after 

statistical primary treatment to each candidate (i.e. 

individual plan) under each inspection target attribute 

value, the evaluation values usually are give by some 

sector numbers [a, b], Where 0≤a≤10, and 0≤a≤10. 

Use the algorithm constructed in this paper to deal with 

their personnel selection question: 

TABLE I.   
SECTOR NUMBER DECISION-MAKING MATRIX 

 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 

A1 [4,9] [7,8] [4,8] [6,10] [7,9] [8,9] 

A2 [5,8] [9,10] [7,9] [5,8] [4,8] [8,9] 

A3 [3,8] [6,9] [5,9] [9,10] [6,9] [7,10] 

A4 [7,9] [7,8] [8,10] [6,8] [6,8] [7,9] 

A5 [5,9] [4,9] [5,10] [6,8] [4,8] [7,9] 

 

Suppose policy-makers selected the following 

positive (negative) regret degree: )1,0(),( 11 

kiki hh , 

)5.0,5.0(),( 11 

kiki hh  and )0,1(),( 11 

kiki hh . Each 

attribute exporter weights values are ,,( 21  …

), 6 )1.0,2.0,1.0,3.0,2.0,1.0( . 

Ask the feasible evaluation sector for the plan 

kA ( k ,2,1 … ), n under the attributes
iu ,2,1( i …

), m , )1,0(),( 11 

kiki hh , )5.0,5.0(),( 11 

kiki hh  

and )0,1(),( 11 

kiki hh . 

TABLE II.   
FEASIBLE EVALUATION SECTOR VALUE TABLE 

( )1,0(),( 11 

kiki hh ) 

 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 

A1 9 8 8 10 9 9 

A2 8 10 9 8 8 9 

A3 8 9 9 10 9 10 

A4 9 8 10 8 8 9 

A5 9 9 10 8 8 9 

TABLE III.   
FEASIBLE EVALUATION SECTOR VALUE TABLE 

( )5.0,5.0(),( 11 

kiki hh ) 

 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 

A1 6.5 7.5 6 8 8 7.5 

A2 6.5 9.5 8 6.5 6 8.5 

A3 5.5 7.5 7 9.5 7.5 8.5 

A4 8 7.5 6 7 7 8 

A5 7 6.5 7.5 7 6 8 

TABLE IV.   

FEASIBLE EVALUATION SECTOR VALUE TABLE ( )0,1(),( 11 

kiki hh ) 

 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 

A1 4 7 4 6 7 8 

A2 5 9 7 5 4 8 

A3 3 6 5 9 6 7 

A4 7 7 8 6 6 7 

A5 5 4 5 6 4 7 

 

Using the average weighting operator to fuse 

evaluation value to each reelection plan under various 

attributes, then obtains the synthesis evaluation value, as 

shown in Table 5: 

TABLE V.   
POLICY-MAKING RESULT TABLE 

regret 

degree 

value 

(0,1) (0.5,0.5) (1,0) 
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A1 8.6 7.1 5.8 
A2 8.8 7.65 6.5 
A3 9.1 7.45 5.8 
A4 9.0 7.0 7.0 
A5 9.0 6.95 5.9 

 

We can see from Table 5: When policy- makers select 

positive (negative) regret degrees value 

as )1,0(),( 11 

kiki hh , the candidate A3 is the best 

candidate. When policy- makers select positive (negative) 

regret degrees value as )5.0,5.0(),( 11 

kiki hh , the 

candidate A5 is the best candidate. When policy- makers 

select positive (negative) regret degrees value 

as )0,1(),( 11 

kiki hh , the candidate A4 is the best 

candidate. 

Ⅶ. CONCLUSION 

This article has conducted the research to the sector 

multi-objective decision making question, comparing to 

existing research to this kind of multi-objective decision 

making question, the innovation of this paper is: as to 

policy-maker, under the condition that the decision 

information is non-definite, possibly may regret after 

caring on the decision-making, define the following 

concept: policy-makers plus regret degree, policy-makers 

negative regret degree and policy-makers weighted 

combination regret degree. According to the different 

thresholds of policy-makers plus regret degree, policy-

makers negative regret degree and policy-makers 

weighted combination regret degree, respectively 

determine the best plan and construct the optimal 

decision results table, policy-makers according to their 

preference situation can query this table and select the 

most excellent plan suited to their own situation. 
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